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Long-Lived Particles (LLPs)
Standard model particles span
a wide range of lifetimes (𝜏)

We expect new phenomena to have a wide
range of lifetimes as well
But conventional searches for new phenomena
at the LHC are for promptly decaying particles

We also need to look for new particles with long lifetimes!
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LLP Signatures
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LLP Snowmass Summary
●
●

Goal: Write a brief and cohesive summary of the LLP Snowmass results in an
overall BSM or EF09 summary paper, by May 2022
In this talk, will quickly summarize the current status from the contributed
Snowmass white papers
○

●

Will then try to identify:
○
○
○

●

If we missed your paper, please let us know!
What is missing, holes we need to fill in order to paint a cohesive picture
What summary plots we have and could achieve by July
If different assumptions have been made in various summary plots, can we unify?

This talk: starting point for discussion, please discuss!
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Physics with the Phase-2 ATLAS and CMS Detectors,
ATL-PHYS-PUB-2022-018
Many interesting results summarized, but no new LLP results on top of Yellow Report
Gluino R-hadrons:
Displaced vertex + MET

Dark Photons:
Displaced muon jets

H → dark photons + X
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Track-Based Triggers for Exotic Signatures, arXiv:2203.07314
Truth-level study of track-based triggers at the HL-LHC for 3 unconventional signatures:
●
●
●

Soft unclustered energy patterns (SUEPs) → high multiplicity of low pT tracks
GMSB LL staus → displaced leptons or anomalous prompt tracks/heavy stable charged
particles
Higgs portal LL scalars → displaced hadrons
Staus with lifetime 0.01 ns

Higgs portal with scalar lifetime 0.01 ns

SUEPs (nTracks> 150)
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LHCb future dark-sector sensitivity projections for Snowmass 2021, arxiv: 2203.07048

●
●

Updated projections for dark photons and the Higgs portal
New projections for axion-like particles that couple predominantly to gluons
Dark Photons
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Recent Progress and Next Steps for the MATHUSLA LLP Detector,
arXiv:2203.08126
Improved understanding of backgrounds:
●
●

From the interaction point
From cosmic rays

If MATHUSLA can act as a L1 trigger for CMS, then it can measure the properties of new
particles
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Sensitivity to millicharged particles in future proton-proton collisions at
the LHC, arXiv:2104.07151
●

●

Sensitivity of dedicated
scintillator-based detectors
at the LHC for elementary
particles with charges
much smaller than the
electron charge
At the HL-LHC, a full bar
detector can extend the
reach to 10 MeV < m < 80
GeV for 0.0018e < q < 0.3e
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The road ahead for CODEX-b, arXiv:2203.07316
Review of the physics case and major updates on:
●
●

CODEX-𝝱 demonstrator detector
Detector simulation and optimization

Estimator RPC configuration

CODEX-𝝱
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The Forward Physics Facility, 2203.05090, 2109.10905
Detailed discussion of physics case and technical details of FPF and its proposed
experiments
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Theory, phenomenology, and experimental avenues for dark showers, arxiv: 2203.09503

Reviews and explores spectacular dark shower signatures such as
●
●
●

Emerging jet
Semi-visible jets
Soft unclustered energy patterns

Also included are
●
●
●

New analysis strategies
Set of well motivated benchmark models
Update to PYTHIA Hidden Valley module
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Theory Meets the Lab, arxiv: 2203.10089

Historical / sociological overview on how theory work has contributed to the start of
new experimental efforts in the last 10 years. Auxiliary LLP detectors at the LHC
are featured, along with dark matter experiments and new detectors at low energy
accelerators.
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Searches for Long-Lived Particles at the Future FCC-ee,
arXiv:2203.05502
Theory Projections
Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNLs)

Axion-Like Particles (ALPs)

Exotic Higgs Decays
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Searches for Long-Lived Particles at the Future FCC-ee,
arXiv:2203.05502
Theory Projections
Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNLs)

Axion-Like Particles (ALPs)

Exotic Higgs Decays

Experimental Section
Preliminary analysis of HNLs and SM backgrounds in eenu final state,
using Delphes and the IDEA detector at the Tera-Z run
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The Future Circular Collider: a Summary for the US 2021
Snowmass Process, arXiv:2203.06520
Heavy Neutral Leptons (HNLs)

Axion-Like Particles (ALPs)
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The Present and Future Status of Heavy Neutral Leptons,
arXiv:2203.08039
●
●

Very thorough review of ~all HNL results with current LHC data
Also careful review of the future prospects:
○

●

ATLAS/CMS/LHCb, future small experiments at the HL-LHC, FCC, nuclear decay searches, extracted beamlines,
atmospheric and solar Searches, cosmological and astrophysical searches

Recommendations:
1. New proposals for experiments sensitive to HNLs and future exploration of HNLs at existing
detectors or upgrades
2. Future collider facilities and detector designs take into account from the start searches for long
lived particles
3. Experimental analyses to examine sensitivity to the electron-, muon-, and tau-HNL mixing
angles separately, one at a time
a.
To facilitate apples-to-apples comparisons, and for simplicity
4. The keV mass scale can be covered using nuclear processes and the proposed experiments
are very important to be conducted. Should also make sure to capitalize on the existing and
planned (upgraded) reactor experiments to cover the low MeV mass range.
5. In the aftermath of HNL discovery, the most immediate question will be the experimental
determination of HNL properties: mixing angles, HNL mass, etc
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Physics potential of timing layers in future collider detectors, arxiv: 2005.05221
Explores the physics potential of timing layers with a few tens of picosecond
resolution in the calorimeters of future collider detectors. These studies show how
such layers can be used for particle identification and BSM studies.
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Sensitivity to decays of long-lived dark photons at the ILC, arxiv: 2203.08347
Investigate the sensitivity to dark photons produced in H→γDγD, with the Silicon
Detector (SiD) at the International Linear Collider (ILC). This is useful benchmark
for LLP tracking and vertex detector performance.
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The International Linear Collider, arXiv:2203.07622
Axion-Like Particles

RPV Wino

Heavy Scalar Decays

Disappearing Tracks

Higgs portal
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Belle II physics reach and plans for the next decade and beyond
Inelastic Dark Matter

Dark Scalar B→ KS

Also discussed ALPs and dark photons, although these are not explicitly
described as long-lived
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The physics case of a 3 TeV muon collider stage, arXiv:2203.07261,
Hunting wino and higgsino dark matter at the muon collider with
disappearing tracks, arXiv:2102.11292
Search for disappearing tracks
●
●
●

Pure higgsino scenario, pure wino
scenaro
Require 25 GeV ISR photon + one
or two disappearing tracks
3 and 10 TeV muon collider can
probe thermal MSSM higgsinos and
winos
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Axion-Like Particles at High Energy Muon Colliders,
arXiv:2203.05484
Study heavy ALPs at future muon
colliders
ALPs can be probed as heavy as
the colliding energy threshold in
both associated production and
VBF processes
Can probe CP properties of ALPs
using these processes and tagged
outgoing muons
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LLP Matrix
Signature

Neutral LLP
(including Higgs)

HL-LHC

●
●

●

●
●
●
●

●
●

●

Disappearing
Tracks and
HSCP

●
●

Higgs factories
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The International Linear
Collider, arXiv:2203.07622

High energy hadron
colliders
●

●

The Present and Future
Status of Heavy Neutral
Leptons, arXiv:2203.08039
Physics potential of timing
layers in future collider
detectors, arxiv:
2005.05221

Muon colliders

●

Axion-Like Particles at High Energy
Muon Colliders, arXiv:2203.05484

●

The physics case of a 3 TeV muon
collider stage, arXiv:2203.07261
Hunting wino and higgsino dark
matter at the muon collider with
disappearing tracks,
arXiv:2102.11292

●

Questions / observations
●

Can we look for LLPs at
○
○
○
○

●
●
●
●

Yes
Yes
Probably
Yes

The existing future collider studies are very ALP/HNL/dark photon heavy. Do
we need broader coverage of models?
Auxiliary LLP detectors are well represented
More studies about disappearing tracks / HSCPs at future colliders?
Two other white papers of notable mention:
○
○

●

HL-LHC?
Higgs factory?
High energy hadron machine?
Muon collider?

Strategies for Beam-Induced Background Reduction at Muon Colliders, arXiv:2203.06773
Promising Technologies and R&D Directions for the Future Muon Collider Detectors,
arXiv:2203.07224

Still expect to come: MoEDAL-MAPP a Dedicated Detector Search Facility at
the LHC
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Summary
●
●
●

Briefly described the Snowmass LLP white papers we know of
What have we missed?
Please discuss!
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